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pure artistic spirit. But, if they have erred in so doing, it may be 
that it is as much because their teachers have misled them, as 
because the public taste is low and depraved. Any confusion, wvhere 
clear direction ought to be given, is sure to be mischievous. It is 
here, we think, that many modern Art-teachers have failed in their 
duty. Their swelling periods and grand imaginings have betrayed 
designers and manufacturers into a belief that it was possible to put 
the finest of Fine Art workmanship and intention into articles in 

which a refined simplicity and the absence of conventionalism were 
the principal things to be kept steadily in view. We hear a good 
deal, of course, about "the mindless precision of manufactured 
articles," and "the coldness inseparable from mechanical produc 
tion," but these are qualities infinitely to be preferre(d to the con 
fused ornamentation and ambitious richness which are some of the 
consequences of our modern, and, it may be, our misinterpreted 
teaching. Let us admit grades of beauty as of utility, and we 

shall be relieved from the possible judgment of a lace curtain or a 
shawl, a piece of pottery or a bit of scroll-work, by principles 
legitimately applicable to a landscape-painting or an altar-piece. 

The opponents of mechanism, as the destroyer of Art, con 
sidered as workmanship, with its biographical expression, are un 
just to the manufacturing spirit in several ways. They forget 
that "where the manufactures are strongest there Art also is 
strongest." In fact, they rather suggest that Art would stand a 
better chance of impregnating an entire people if there were no 
industrial activities of the mechanical sort. Italy, however, is 
hardly a case in point, for there Art, of the handicraft kind, is 
abundant, but poor, and there are scarcely any manufactures, pro 
perly so called. The illustration, we are bound to say, is not our 
own. It is one we have borrowed from the great teacher we have 
already quoted more than once. The fine distinction is also missed 
which sheds so much light on the question, that though Art and 
manufacture are quite distinct things, to be followed separately, 
"Art may be healthily associated with manufacture, and probably 
in future will always be so." To deny the association is to ride a 
definition to death. The designer, whether he be concernecl with 
lace, or shawls, or carpets, or pottery, or furniture, or paper 
hangings, or ribbons, or jewellery-work, is, or ought to be, an 
artist, who has had a special training, and who is capable of 
genuine work of a sound, artistic sort. In looking at the finished 
result, some critics forget that it is the effect of a series of efforts, 
at the head of which there is individual originality. The machine 
hides the man. 

Now we should like to ask whether some flavour of his person 
ality is not possible in the work he conceives, even though his own 
hands do not busy themselves in the process of production? Hand 
and heart may have been busy. His design may show that study 
of natural facts which relieves it of conventionalism. There may 
*be positive power in what he has conceived; but, because his work 
is copied a thousand times by a machine, working by a pattern 
and superintendedl by men and women who are also mere machines 
endlowed with sentience, any Art quality is denied to it. Mecha 
nical reproduction, it is said, is utter death. The justice of such a 
criticism is not apparent. Take a splendid picture, for example, a 

work of Religious Art, let us say. It is copied by an engraver, 
who stancds at the head of a new series. He produces life-like 
engravings. Is it to be contended that these engravings shall have 
no artistic refining effect upon the beholder, because they have 

been mechanically produced? Perhaps the case of a photograph 
would be equally good. The force of the original is not wholly 
there, but it is not wholly lost. Without such reproductions mo 
dern Art would almost be as selfishly restricted as was ancient 
Art. There could be none of that extension of range "to the 
comfort or relief of the mass of the people," the want of which 
has made the Art of the past, at its highest, coincident with the 
decay of the States in which it existed. The criticism, moreover, 
seems to rule out a bronze statue from the kingdom of Art alto 
gether, because the sculptor is not also the mechanical producer. 
Landseer's lions, as we see them, were not the final product of his 
own hands; but surely the fact that some one else cast them does 
not obscure the value of his work! Had there been five hundred 
of them, so long as they were faithful copies of his model they 
would have been all works of Art. Copies of designs, of pictures, 
of vases, of groups of statuary, will hardly possess the same pre 
cise qualities as wouldI still have been left in the five hundredth 
copy of one of Landseer's lions; but it would be absurd to say 
of them that they have no value, as a means of Art-education or 
refinemnent. 

Two great misfortunes follow the direct attack upon all kinds of 
manufactured articles for their lack of the highest Art. There is, 
first, the degradation of the workman, in whom the association 
between Art and manufactures ought to be marked and vital, full 
of healthfulness and elevation of spirit. If the whole region of his 
activity is to be labelled "Death," how can he be expected to 
cultivate any of the arts of life ? Much as he may try to put into 
his work a better spirit, he is met by the reproach that he is not 
and cannot be an artist. What he may design may be precise, 
harmonious, full of a certain kind of character, but he is at once 
brought up in front of the tremendous wall he cannot scale, and 
there rings in his ears some such saying as this: " The man who 
carves a rude figure on a wooden bowl is an artist, but you are 
not." If Art is t6 have any refining effect in the whole range of 
an increasing manufacturing energy, it is not by sneering at its 
producers and productions that the work will be accomplished. 

The second effect is, that a possible source of Art-education, 
even of an inferior kind, as it may be, is cut off from the people by 
delivering them over to the mindless productions of this chamber 
of death. Where designs are low, coarse, conventional, and always 
under the eye, constituting the very investiture of daily life, there 
can be no touch of refinement possible to be received from external 
things; Art is inferior, we learn, because our external life, our 
streets, squares, chimneys, make it so mean, so destitute of pic 
tures for the eyes or subtle impressions for the other senses. Is 
the home then to be also destitute of fair forms and harmonious 
colours and suggestive designs ? If Art is to have the influence, 
the imposing spirit attributed to it, it must not be overcome by the 
hindrances of mechanism. It must overthrow its worst enemy. 
Fine Art can never be associated with certain lifeless processes. 
The human fingers are more cunning than the most complicated 
of machines. But it is with common every-day elements that any 
power must hope to work most mightily; and -when Art has 
acquired its proper right of ruling over manufactures, not as a 
tyrant, but as an elder sister, we may have fewer complaints of 
unsound workmanship and more abundant evidences of genuine 
good taste. 

EDWIN GOADBY. 

THE CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION. 

XI. 

THE most noticeable piece, in the group of articles in our selec 
tion from the Swedish exhibit at the great Exhibition, is a 

large and beautiful porcelain fire and mantel piece. This is of 
white and blue porcelain, and of elaborate architectural design, the 
whole being ornamented with a great variety of medallions and 
panels, and very richly decorated. In the centre of the chimney 
piece stands a graceful vase. This beautiful and exceptional piece 

of ceramic work is fourteen feet in height, and was bought by Mr. 

Astor, of New York. The candelabrum shown in the group is of 

porcelain, and one of a pair, designed to go with the chimney 

piece. 

The Swedish Art-contributions, though specific eniough as indi 

cating national feeling and colour, were essentially the fiuit of 

modern culture, and were only incidentally linked to that past 
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history and character-development which fill the old record of the 
Scandinavian people witlh wild and stirring romance. A partial 
exception might be made to this in the ' Viking Vase,' one of the 

most quaint and beautiful of ceramic pieces exhibited in the Swe 
dish court. The large diameter of the vase is encircled by a band 
of medallions, illustrating the principal perio(ls of the robust and 
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stormy life of the old viking. As an iinfant, he is seen playing 
with his father's sword, which he himself is soon clestined to wield. 
Next, he slays his first bear; and again we see the young hero 
emerpiing from his first human battle, where he wiins his spurs as a 

man-killer. Then we have successively 'the first voyage ;' the 
first storming of a tovn; and so on, to the fizale. In the last are 
represented the dead hero's grave and monument. The work is 
admirably conceived and executed. The vase is about tw-o feet in 

ll 
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height, and the handles are fashioned in quaint folds and twists, 
like those of the body of the sea-horse. 

The various styles of ceramic ware, mostly decorated porcelain, 
of which Sweden furnished so much that was noticeable to the 

Selectionzs front the German Exhibit. 

Exhibition, are indicated in our illustration. The chair in the fore 
ground is of oak, superbly carved, and one of the most artistic 

and noticeable of its kind that came vithin the view of the Cen 
tennial visitor. 
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Among the most noteworthy objects of an Art-character in the 
German exxhibit was a large and imposing buffet made wholly of 
oak, and put together with wooden screws and pegs, no glue being 
used. The ornamented portions were highly polished, so as to 
reduce the grain of the wood. Perhaps the most striking feature 

of the structure waas the carved hunting-scene on the main panel, 
which was so artistically executed and highly finished that it resem 
bled a painting in neutral-tint. 

In the foreground of the illustration are a large and noble gas 
standard of bronze-a beautiful example of casting, the panels 
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Fui-niture froyit Cincinnati. 

in high-relief, richly burnished-and an urn upon a tripod, of por 
celain, beautifully panelled. 

Some good examples of what is known as the Eastlake furniture 
were contributed by the Mitchell and Rammelldeng Furniture Co., 
of Cincinnati. These pieces were perhaps the severest examples 
of the Eastlake school of design of any shown at the Exhibition. 

Both the pieces given in our illustration are of plain oak, and 
burnished steel hinges relieve the heavy sideboard of all tameness 
of character. The mirror supplies us with a good instance of 
beautiful results of this kind of work in lighter pieces. Mlore mas 
sive and heavy, the decoration of the companion-piece is carefully 
subdued to suit its prevailing tone, and gives satisfactory evidence 
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that the designer was fully awake to the fact that one of the chief 

aims of his art is the preservation of harmony between the design 

and the ornamentation. A widely different resuit in the same 

school of Art is to be seen in the communion-table, which was 

exhibited by the Paine Manufacturing Company, of Boston. T he 

body is oak, wvith plaini finish, and the ornamental parts are of olive 
wood brought from the Mount of Olives. At the corners the table 
is supported by plain pillars, and betveen those at the ends the 
spaces are filled by a Gothic arch, under the spans of which are in 
cised crosses. The lower end-beams are joined by a massixve cross 
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beam, running under the ends and similarly ornamented with an 
olive-wood medallion, incrusted on the oak with an incised cross. 
A rounded arch is thrown over it from end to end, of a style as 
nearly resembling those at the ends as its wider spanl will permit. 
The decoration is restricted to olive-wood, carved in the simplest 

form, and either sunk in the oak or applied in relief. On the front 
panel under the edge are the words 'In remembrance of Me.' 
The end-panels are ornamented with insertions of olive, and, a 
broad band of the same wood forms a border for the surface of 
the table. 
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